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Introduction

Correspondence and papers of a journalism professor include material on women in journalism, women's studies, and UMC Status of Women Committee.

Box List

Box 1

Abernathy, Abby
Atkins, Jeanni
Baird, Kackie
Barnett, Tracy
Bennett, Dawn
Bibliography
Binns, C.
Cates, Leah
Digges, D.
Drake, Diana L.
Ferranti, Lucie Quartararo
Film
Gannon, Linda
Gore, Mary Jane
Hersch, Amy
History
Hunter, Margaret
Meadows, Gail
Wilson, J.
Women
Women
Association of Education in Journalism Committee
Attitudes
Conferences
Directories of Professions – Organizations
Education
Faculty
Journalism – Grad Students
Journalists
Magazines
Newspapers (Women’s Pages)
Professions – Personality Profiles
Professions – Status of Women
Publication Samples
Science, Women in
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Sections, Women’s
Status of Women
Status of Women Committee
Status of Women, Report, ’74-’75
Status of Women, Report, ’76-’77

Box 2

Women
Status of Women, Salaries
Women’s Studies (2 folders)
Women’s Studies Courses
Women and TV
“Year of the Tigress” (2 folders)

Miscellaneous journals
Student papers

Volumes: *Hearth and Home: Images of Women in the Mass Media*

*Women and the Mass Media*

Box 3

Q-Conference Files

1985
Preplanning Q-Conference ’85, Letter “Dear Q-Methodologists”
Q-Conference ’85, General
Q-Conference ’85, Preplanning Correspondence
Q-Conference Programs ’85
Registration Forms, Q ’85 (2 folders)
Registration List, Q-Conference ‘85

1986
“It’s Q-Time” ‘86
Q-Conference ’86, List of Paid Participants
Q-Conference ’86, Programs
Q-Conference ’86, Thank You Notes
Q-Conference, Oct. ’86, Tapes
Q-Conference, October ‘86
Receipts Q ’86 and Money Receipt Book
Registration Forms, Q-Conference ’86 (2 folders)
Registration List, Q-Conference ‘86

1987
Broadway Inn, Contract copies for Nov. ’87 Workshops
Q-Conference, Nov. ‘87

Subject Files

Ascher, William; Subjectivity and the Policy Sciences
Brenner, Donald; Beyond Diffusion: Q and the Convergence Model
Brown, Steve; Address Delivered at Q-Conference ‘85
Centroid Factor Analysis
ACCESSION CA4872  
PATTERSON, JOYE, PAPERS  

Confirmations for Q-Conference  
D’Agostino, Brian; Attitudes Toward Nuclear War  
Faculty Forms Q ‘86  
Fund Raising  
Gifts  
Health and Nutrition Journalism  
Levy, Doran; Implementation of Marketing Strategies Dev. Through Q-Methodology, Q- ’86  
Levy, Doran; The Use of Q-Meth. for Developing Marketing Strategies  
Luncheon Guide and Map  
Mailing Lists (2 folders)  
Maps  
Maudlin, Charles; Q-Method. Operancy and the Scientific Study of Subjectivity  
Maudlin, Charles; Sex Education for the Retarded  
Miscellaneous  
O’Brien, Patrick; Some Philosophical Roots of Q  
Peritore, Patrick; Liberation Theology in the Brazilian Catholic Church  
Photos, Q-Conference ‘85  
Planning, Q-Conference 1985, Rough Draft of Program  
Stainton-Rogers; Energy Policy  
Stainton-Rogers; Health and Illness  
Stainton-Rogers; Rex; Human Rights: Bedrock or Mosaic?  
Stainton-Rogers; Wendy & Rex; Addiction  
Stainton-Rogers; Wendy and Rex; Participant Democracy  
Stephenson Grads  
Stephenson Papers – Listing, July ‘85  
Stephenson Plaque  
Stephenson Research Center – Committee – Planning Session Notes  
Stephenson, William; In the Shadow of Marshall McLuhan  
Stephenson, William; Kantor and Spearman Conjoined  
Wish List for Center  
WS Project  

Box 4  
Publications of William Stephenson (papers which are duplicate of those found in Accession 4878, William Stephenson Papers, have been removed)  
Against Interpretation  
An Objective Psychology for Subjectivity: Interbehaviorism in a Subjective Framework  
Application of Communication Theory to Science  
Concourse Theory of Communication  
Cosmic Subjectivity: How to Make a Good Cup of (Political) Tea
ACCESSION CA4872
PATTERSON, JOYE, PAPERS

General Theory of Communication
Homo Ludens: The Play Theory of Advertising
Homo Ludens: The Royal Wedding
How to Make A Good Cup of Tea-The Q-Methodology Newsletter
Michael Polanyi: Science and Belief
Newton’s Fifth Rule and Q-Methodology: Application to Educational Psychology
Newton’s Fifth Rule and Q-Methodology: Application to Psychoanalysis
Newton’s Fifth Rule and Q-Methodology: Application to Psychoanalysis, Abstract
Newton’s Fifth Rule and Q-Methodology: Application to Self Psychology
Q-Methodology in Political Psychology and Technique in Psychoanalysis Applications
Scientific Creed-1961: Philosophical Credo…Abductive Principles
Subjectivity in Psychological and Political Theory: A New Paradigm?
Substructure of Science and Newton’s Fifth Rule
The Next Fifty Years for Q
The Presentation of Self in Everyday Life: A Study of Irving Goffman’s Thesis
The Science of Ethics

Box 5
Miscellaneous Correspondence
Study of Alumnae at Three State Universities Suggests Changing Career Patterns for Women Journalists, by Joye Patterson, et.al.
Subject Files (pamphlets, booklets, journal articles, and reports)
  Women in Academe
  Women in Advertising
  Women in Journalism